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Sports

The Mix
Jetadore hits the stage
at New Brookland
Tavern. See page 5

Men’s soccer begins
conference play against
FIU. See page 8
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Students plan
real-life event
for betrothed
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USC ranks 8th in sexual health
Here are the top ten schools,
out of 139 that were ranked
by the Trojan Sexual Health
Report Card, for the best
sexual health resources:

Class gives potential wedding
planners hands-on experience

No. 1

Stanford University

Sean Gruber

No. 2

Columbia University

No. 3

Cornell University

No. 4

University of Iowa

No. 5

University of Denver

No.6

University of
Connecticut

No.7

West Virginia
University

No. 8

University of South
Carolina - Columbia

No. 9

University of Georgia

STAFF WRITER

Eleven stories up in the Sheraton Hotel,
at the corner of Washington and Main, the
wedding planners are hard at work. The
catch? They’re USC students.
“These are our showrooms,” the Sheraton
employee said to the planners as they stepped
from the elevator. “The king-sized room is
over there, and the suites are at the end of the
hall.”
The planners nod as they move from room
to room, taking note of the features. All that’s
needed is the bride, groom and wedding
guests. These USC students get a chance to
plan for a real wedding.
Members of USC’s Wedding Planning and
Management class met yesterday to examine
the hotel where they will host their wedding
and choose an engaged couple to partake in
it.
Annette Hoover, the professor of the class,
who has worked as a wedding planner for
30 years, said she wanted to use real world
experience for her students.
“I used to use case studies,” Hoover said.
“But then I decided that it couldn’t compare
to hands-on experience.”
The wedding is sponsored by donations
from vendors such as Bella Vista Bridal
and Wedding Boutique, Charlie Brown
Entertainment and Southern Valet.
After touring the Sheraton Motel, Hoover
and her students met next door in the Arcade
Mall to mull over the 13 applicants for the
competition. To compete, the couples must be
engaged and involved with USC.
The students were read the contestants’
WEDDING ● 3
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A Trojan survey graded 139 colleges on elements such as availability of condoms and STD testing.

Trojan’s survey gives
university high marks for
programs, testing services
Kara Apel

ASSISTANT NEW EDITOR

T he scores a re i n. Sout h
Ca rol i na is ra n ked nu mber
eight in Trojan’s Top 10 Most
Sexually Healthy Schools.
Trojan’s third annual Trojan
Sex ual Healt h Report Card
ranked 139 colleges based on
sex ual healt h resources and
services.
The study was conducted by
the independent research fi rm
Sperling’s BestPlaces.
Each school was assig ned
a GPA based on 13 different
categories including:
— HIV and STD testing
— Student opinions of the

health center
— Availabilit y of
contraceptives and condoms
— Sexual assault programs
— Web site usability
— Lecture programs
— The health center’s hours
of operation
The st udent opinion polls
were a new add it ion to t he
rankings this year, shaking up
the results quite a bit.
USC received a 3.38 GPA,
which is two steps lower than
last year’s number six rank, but
it is the highest in the SEC.
The report card is a tool for
Trojan to push sexual health on
college campuses. Jim Daniels,
the vice president of marketing
for Trojan brand condoms, said
he applauds the schools with
high rankings.
“ We a r e g l ad t h at m a ny
schools are tak ing t his
responsibilit y seriously and

cha l lenge a l l educat iona l
institutions to help students
live healthy, sexually evolved
lifest yles,” Daniels said in a
news release.
Lori G onzalez, Sex ual
Health and Violence Prevention
associate director for USC ,
was happy to hear about the
ranking.
“ We ’r e r e a l l y e x c i t e d ,”
Gonzalez said. “We work really
hard to make our programs
available to students.”
Gonzalez said the staff has
foc used on reach i ng out to
students through media outlets
like MySpace and Facebook to
spread information to as many
students as possible. She said
the program has even produced
documentaries and fi lms for its
Web sites.
“ We t r y h a rd to educ ate
students about making healthy
decisions,” Gonzalez said.
Other SEC schools to score

No. 10

University of
Wyoming

— Compiled by Assistant News
Editor Kara Apel
high on the list were University
of Georgia and Louisiana State
Universit y. UGA scored 9th
w it h a 3.37 GPA , a nd LSU
came in 13th with a 3.35 GPA.
Auburn came in last in the SEC
with a ranking of 115 and a 2.08
GPA.
The SEC East outranked the
SEC West with GPAs of 3.01
and 2.78 respectively.
Nearby, Clemson University
came in at 101, w it h a 2.42
GPA. The SEC, with a GPA of
HEALTH ● 3

Politicians make tough calls during shortages
Gas supplies in Southeast
run low, frustrate citizens,
could affect next election
Gary D. Robertson
The Associated Press

R ALEIGH — Ti red of
waiting in long lines or simply
running out of gas, angry
drivers in the Southeast are
lashing out at politicians,
demanding that their leaders
do more to get fuel flowing
to the region.
“We have a gas crisis!” one
frustrated motorist recently
e-mailed to Charlotte Mayor
Pat McCrory, a Republican
running for governor. Elected
leaders, especially in Georgia
and North Carolina, where
gas supplies remain low three
weeks after Hurricane Ike, are
wrestling with judgment calls
about how much government
should do to respond.
Should they declare an
emergency and restrict gas
purchases, or let the markets
take their course? Should
they simply urge conservation
or work the phones to try to
persuade gasoline distributors
to release more of t heir
supplies? A nd w ill t heir

Jason Bronis / The Associated Press

The gas shortage enters its third week, forcing stations to
close or place limits on how much gas can be bought.
actions create more havoc
than help?
W h at e v e r t he r e s u lt ,
somebody is going to be
unhappy.
“The government should
be more involved,” Hamere
Gosseye said Wednesday
while pumping $4.29-pergallon reg u lar u n leaded
gasoline at a BP station in
Atlanta. Gosseye, who ran out
of gas earlier this week while
hunting for fuel, complains
the state of Georgia should
have prepared people for the

possible shortage as Ike was
approaching.
Politicians have generally
taken a cautious approach
w it h t he g a s s ho r t a g e ,
avoiding harsh remedies such
as rations. While some people
say that looks like inaction,
leaders say it has helped quell
panic that might make the
situation worse.
But i f v o t e r s d o n’t
agree with that approach,
consequences could be steep
for some of the officials in
communities where the gas

Sports Online
Check out Austin Smallwood’s
breakdown of the MLB playoffs at
www.dailygamecock.com.

crisis has hit hardest. In
North Carolina, McCrory’s
response has been magnified
because he is the Republican
nominee for governor, and
the crisis hit with just a little
more than a month to go
before Election Day.
McCror y got criticism
from Democrats for keeping
his campaign schedule while
cars lined up for gasoline
— then canceling events
Monday in part to deal with
the shortage.
McCror y defended his
actions, which have included
urging conser vat ion and
keeping in close contact with
federal energ y regulators
about suppl ies — but
avoiding mandatory limits
on gas purchases.
“My experience is
don’t overreact and don’t
underreact,” McCrory said
in an interview. “I feel that
we have set the right tone.”
M c C r o r y ’s c a m p a i g n
pu l led h is Democ rat ic
opponent, Lt. Gov. Beverly
Perdue, into t he f ray by
pointing out that she urged
listeners on a Charlotte radio
program a day before Ike hit
the U.S. coast to “get our gas
tanks as full as they’ll let us
GAS ● 3

The Mix
The Mix Tape needs more
cowbell and cake balls this
week. See page 5

Don Perdue / The Associated Press

Gwen Ifill will moderate tonight’s vice presidential debate.

Iﬁll to moderate debate
Journalist takes part despite
material in upcoming book
David Bauder
The Associated Press

NE W YO RK — PBS
jou r nalist Gwen If ill,
moderator of the upcoming
vice presidential debate,
d i s m i s s ed c on s er v at i ve
quest ions about her
impartiality because she is
writing a book that includes
material on Barack Obama.
Ifill said Wednesday that

Opinion............... 4
Crime report............ 2
Puzzles................ 7
Comics................ 7
Classiﬁed.................. 10

she hasn’t even written her
chapter on Obama for the
book “The Breakthrough:
Politics and Race in the Age
of Obama,” which is to be
published by Doubleday on
Jan. 20, 2009, the day a new
president is inaugurated.
“I’ve got a prett y long
t rack record covering
politics and news, so I’m
not part icularly worried
that one-day blog chatter
is goi ng to de st roy my
reputation,” Ifill said. “The
DEBATE ● 3
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pageTWO
Best Buddies meeting
5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Russell House, Rooms
322/326
Nihon Club meeting
6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Humanities, Room 403
EMPOWER meeting
6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
RH, Room 303
VOX meeting
7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
RH, 348

NASHI Anime meeting
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Gambrell, Room 151
French Club meeting
8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
RH, Room 203
College Democrats
Debate Watch Party
8 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
Gambrell, Room 250

Nihon Club Welcome
Back Party
5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Carolina Gardens

SUNDAY
Sunday Night Alive
8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
RH Ballroom

PIC OF THE DAY

ORGANIZATIO

Leader

Ashley Wood, a Fourth-year
English and political science
student, is the president of
Carolina Productions
A: Fort Mill, S.C.

Q: What did you want to be when you
were little?
A: I wanted to be Barbara Walters on ABC’s 20/20.

Q: Who has been your favorite
performer to come to USC through
Carolina Productions?
A: Jim Gaﬃgan, a comedian, was probably my favorite.

TOMORROW

International Fair
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
RH Patio, Davis Field

USC

STUDENT

Q: Where are you from?

Academic Team
Practice
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Humanities, Room 317

SATURDAY

& A WITHTheme
Q Daily
N

Q: Where would you most want to go
on vacation right now?
A: I would love, love, love to go to Europe.

Q: What’s the best part about your job?
A: The best part of my job, I think, is being able to
interact with all the diﬀerent agencies and all the people
we bring to USC. It’s a pretty cool opportunity to meet
people all over the country and the world and bring
them to campus.
— Compiled by News Editor Liz Segrist

Crime Report
SUNDAY, SEPT. 28
Minor in possession of beer, unlawful use
of a driver’s license, 12:45 a.m.
Intersection of Greene and Henderson
Streets
An unknown suspect was spotted trying
to conceal a red Solo cup from the officer.
Upon f urther inspection, the cup was
found to be half full of beer. When asked to
produce identification, the suspect handed
the officer an ID that was not hers.
Reporting officer: J. Newsom
TUESDAY, SEPT. 30
Leaving the scene of an accident with
property damage, 9 a.m.
Horizon Garage, 500 Block of Main
Street
An unknown suspect fled the scene of
a hit and run. The rear bumper of the

victim’s car was damaged.
Estimated damages: $1500
Reporting officers: C. Bufkin, J. Dupree
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 1
Simple possession of marijuana, 1:18
a.m.
1500 Whaley St.
An officer approached Casey Wilk’s car,
which was sitting in the parking lot with
its lights on. The officer noticed a smell
similar to marijuana. Wilk gave the officer
consent to search the vehicle. In the center
console, the officer found a blue plastic cup
filled with items associated with marijuana
use and Wilk was then arrested.
Reporting officer: Simon
— Compiled by Staff Writer Kyle Moores

Chad Simmons / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Spider-Man stuntman Chris Daniels shows off his speedy skills in the RH ballroom
yesterday night, moving faster than the eye could follow and wowing students.

Local
Just 18 percent of South
Carolina’s elementary and
middle schools met federal
education goals this year as
students did better on tests
taken in the spring but failed
to keep pace w it h raised
benchmarks, according to
data released Wednesday
b y t he s t at e E d u c at io n
Department.
Of the state’s 875 public
primary schools, only 160
m a d e “a d e q u a t e y e a r l y
progress” under the No Child
Left Behind standards. That’s
down more than half from
last year, when 39 percent
met all of their goals.
W h i le t he percent age
of s t ude nt s me e t i n g or
exceeding expectations on the
state’s Palmetto Achievement
Challenge Tests increased
ac r o s s e ver y g r ade a nd
subject compared to 2007,
the federal goals for South
Carolina were also raised this
year.
Ne a rl y 6 0 p e r c e nt of
st udent s had to score
“proficient” or “advanced” in
math and reading, up from
about 40 percent for the past
three years. The benchmarks
jump again in 2011.
S t a t e
s c h o o l s
Superintendent Jim Rex said
the results will likely confuse
re sident s, a nd he u rged
Congress to make changes
to the law.
“ P r i n c ip a l s w i l l h a v e
trouble explaining why their
schools didn’t meet (adequate
yearly progress) for the first
t i me e ven t hough t hei r
per for ma nce improved,”
he said. “Your gain ends up
looking like a loss.”

National

World

OMAHA , Nebrask a —
For mer Nebr a s k a m at h
teacher Kelsey Peterson says
the age of the 13-year-old
schoolboy she fled to Mexico
with did not matter.
“We didn’t see age anymore.
... In my mind he quit being
a teenage boy. ... To me, he
was a man,” Peterson said in
a taped interview on ABC’s
“Good Morning America”
Wednesday.
On Monday, the 26-yearold was sentenced to six years
in federal prison and five years
of supervised release after she
gets out. She had pleaded
guilty in July to a charge of
transporting a minor across
state lines to have sex.
Peterson was t he boy’s
sixth-grade math teacher at
Lexington Middle School
during the 2005-06 school
year, then started having
sex with him in November
2006, according to court
documents.
The pair disappeared in
October 2007, soon after
the district’s superintendent
confronted Peterson about
allegations of an inappropriate
relationship with the boy.
She was arrested a week
later in Mexicali, Mexico,
after the boy made a cell
phone call to his family.
Peterson was once a student
at the middle school in the
south-central Nebraska town
of Lexington.
“I had a lot of kids who
knew they could trust me,”
she said as she described the
beginnings of her relationship
with the then 12-year-old
boy.

B A L A D, I r a q — T h e
U. S . m i l i t a r y ’s m a i n
combat hospit a l i n I r aq
has increasingly switched
to helping Iraqis. A s t he
numbers of wounded
American soldiers have fallen,
the hospital is now saving
the lives of a remarkable 93
percent of Iraqis who come
with devastating injuries.
It’s another sign of the
radical improvement s in
health care made at combat
trauma care units in war
time — especially because
unlike U.S. soldiers, most
Iraqi patients at the Air Force
Theater Hospital don’t wear
body armor and helmets or
drive in vehicles designed to
withstand roadside bombs.
“There are people with
injuries t hat are brought
here, and I say t his wit h
conf idence, if t hey went
anywhere else in the world,
t hey would not sur v ive,”
said Col. Mark Mavity, the
commander of the hospital.
On one recent day, 5-yearold Sajad Lafta lay in his bed
crying for his father while
his older half brother, Abdul
Wahid, tried to comfort him
by holding up a picture of
a puppy that Sajad colored
wh i le recover i ng at t he
hospital.
The boy didn’t know yet
that Wahid, 25, came to visit
him because his father was
attending the funerals for
two of his other young sons.
They were killed by a car
bomb that blew off Sajad’s
lower left leg and left tiny
pieces of metal scattered over
his body.

— The Associated Press
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Here are some of the major
rankings from the Trojan
Sexual Health Report Card,
which ranked 139 colleges
based on sexual health
resources.
Around the SEC
USC #8
UGA # 9
LSU #12
MSU #24
UF #47
BAMA # 49
UK #55
AK #72
VANDY #80
UT #86
MISS #108
AUBURN #115

3.38 GPA
3.37 GPA
3.35 GPA
3.21 GPA
3.02 GPA
3.00 GPA
2.97 GPA
2.80 GPA
2.71 GPA
2.61 GPA
2.24 GPA
2.08 GPA

SEC EAST vs. SEC WEST
East Overall
West Overall

GPA: 3.01
GPA: 2.78

SEC vs. ACC
SEC
ACC

GPA: 2.89
GPA: 2.62

— Information from the Trojan
Sexual Health Report Card news
release

DEBATE ● Continued from 1
proof is in the pudding.
They can watch the debate
tomorrow night and make
their own decisions about
whether or not I’ve done
my job.”
The day before the Joe
Biden-Sarah Palin debate,
columnist Michelle Malkin
wrote in the New York Post
about Ifill’s book, saying,
“She’s so far in the tank for
the Democratic presidential
c a nd id at e , he r ox y g e n
deliver y line is running
out.”
John McCain, though,
spoke highly of the reporter
in an interview with FOX
News Channel. “I think
Gwen Ifill is a professional
and I think she will do a
completely objective job
because she is a h igh ly
respected professional,” he
said Wednesday.
In its online description
of t he book, Doubleday
say s t hat I f i l l “su r vey s
t he A mer ic a n pol it ic a l
landscape, shedding new
l ight on t he i mpac t of
Barack Obama’s stunning
presidential campaign and
introducing the emerging
young African A merican
politicians forging a bold
new pat h to pol it ic a l
power.”
Ifill said Obama’s story,
which she has yet to write,
is only a small part of the
b o ok , w h ic h d i s c u s s e s
how politics in the black
community have changed
since the civil rights era.
A mong those subjects is
Colin Powell, secretar y
of st ate i n t he Bush
administration.
T h e h o s t o f P B S ’s
“Washington Week” and
sen ior cor respondent
on “The NewsHou r”
said she did not tell
t he Commission on
Presidential Debates about
the book. The commission
had no immediate
comment when contacted
by The Associated Press.
A spokesperson for John
McCain’s campaign did not
immediately return phone
and e-mail messages.

Free condoms are available at the Student Health Center.
HEALTH ● Continued from 1
2.89, beat the ACC’s GPA
of 2.62
St a n ford Un iver sit y
came out on top with a
GPA of 3.50. The overall
winning conference was
t he Iv y L e ag ue , w it h
Columbia taking second
a nd Cor nel l stea l i ng
third.
DePaul Universit y in
Chicago came in last at
139 with a GPA of 1.05.
T he r a n k i ng s a re a
part of Trojan’s “Evolve”
campaign with a purpose
to produce advancements
and discussions in
America’s sexual health
by educat i ng you ng
people.
A merica has the
worst rates of STI and
unplanned pregnancy of
all industrialized nations,
accord i ng to Troja n’s
Web site.
Nineteen million
new STIs are reported
every year. Thirty-four

If ill’s resume includes
job s at T he Ne w York
Times, t he Washington
Post and NBC News. She
moderated the 2004 vice
presidential debate between
Dick Cheney a nd Joh n
Edwards.
She sa id it wa s t he
publ i s her, not her s el f ,
who set the Inauguration
Day release date. It will
be released then whether
Obama wins or loses.
A lthough Malk in
raised the topic of Ifill’s
i mpar t ia l it y t he day
b efore t he debate , t he
PBS journalist said that
Time magazi ne noted
she was w rit ing a book
in August, and that it has
been available for pre-sale
on Amazon.com. The book
also is mentioned in a Sept.
4 interview she gave the
Washington Post.
Ifill questions why people
assume that her book will be
favorable toward Obama.
“Do you think they made
the same assumptions about
Lou Cannon (who is white)
when he wrote his book
about Reagan?” said Ifill,
who is black. Asked if there
were racial motives at play,
she said, “I don’t know what
it is. I find it curious.”

percent of teen girls will
be pregnant once before
t h e y t u r n 20 , m a k i n g
750,000 teen pregnancies
per year. One billion acts
of unprotected sex occur
each year, according to
Trojan’s Web site.
To c o m b a t t h e s e
statistics, Trojan’s Evolve
Tour is tak ing it to t he
streets, traveling across
college campuses to
spread awareness about
their cause. One of their
main initiatives is taking
pledges from people to use
condoms every time they
have sex.
The tour kicked off in
August at the Democratic
National Convention and
doe sn’t come to Sout h
Carolina, but will be at
the Universit y of North
Carolina Greensboro Oct.
24 and at North Carolina
University Oct. 30.

“USC Love Stories,” and
then they voted couples off of
the list. The winners have not
yet been chosen.
A f ter vot i ng, st udent s
divided into two teams and
worked to create a company
name, business plan and
overall vision for their mock
wedding company.
Students have to determine
where t heir f unding and
capital will come from, and
write an executive summary.
Hoover said she believes
that experiencing consulting
and planning in person will
help students prepare for
their future jobs.
“ I wa nt t hem to g a i n
an u nderstanding of t he
wedding business and how
to run a major corporation or
business. This will help them
be professional,” she said.
Hoover sa id pla n n i ng
weddings can put a lot of
pressure on everyone.

“ B r i d e s w a n t t h e i r need envelopes!’ It’s a lot of
weddings to be perfect. They detail work,” Pickert said.
Meg a n Pen n, a t h i rdare a bundle of nerves,” she
said. “I want everyone in the year hotel and restaurant
room to be able to say to the management student, said
bride, ‘Relax and enjoy the she learned valuable skills
from the class.
plan.’”
“It’s definitely helped me.
Some students agree with
the idea that the experience You have to make sure things
are organized and sent out on
will help with their careers.
Amanda Bush, a third-year time,” she said.
But some st udents just
advertising student, said the
class is a good experience and enjoy taking the class because
that it also looks good on a of the satisfaction they get
from it.
resume.
Andrew Kinard, a fifth“I was thinking about doing
wedding planning as a career, year hotel and restaurant
and this class has exposed me management student, said he
to the small things you don’t enjoys the class.
“It’s a lot of work, but
think about in a wedding,
things like different cultural it’s just more f un t han a
and religious traditions,” chemistry or physics class,”
Kinard said.
Bush said.
The winning couple will
Ashley Pickert, a fourthyear business management be announced Wednesday,
student, said there is a lot of Oct. 8, and the wedding will
happen Nov. 16.
detail for wedding planning.
“You don’t realize it ‘til you
get going and working — Comments on this story? E-mail
stuff like ‘Ah, these invitations gamecocknews@sc.edu

In need of a passport?
The U.S. Postal Service is hosting the USC Passport Fair
today from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. They will be accepting passport
applications on the bottom level of the Russell House, in front of
the Student Mail Center.
All applicants must bring:
1) An unsigned, completed passport application
2) A birth certificate or naturalization papers
3) A driver’s license or state identification

Payment must be made with check, cash or a money order. Debit
or credit cards will not be accepted. For more information, call
803-733-4612.
— Compiled by News Editor Liz Segrist

Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecocknews@sc.edu

GAS ● Continued from 1
do it.” When pressed by the
interviewer, her campaign
said she clarified that she was
only referring to people who
were almost out of gas.
Officials say supplies are
g r adu a l l y i mprov i n g i n
western North Carolina and
Atlanta, where a key pipeline
linking to the Gulf Coast has
slowly replenished supplies as
refineries come back online.
Leaders also point out they
did take steps to mitigate
the shortage — but many
remedies were designed to
prevent chaos.
When new supplies reached
Charlotte’s terminal late last
week, some oil companies
held back on some supplies
to distributors for fear they
would run out before the next
shipment arrived. The office
of Nor t h Ca rol i na G ov.
Mike Easley found more gas
at terminals on the coast of
the Carolinas and Virginia
and agreed to help empt y
distributors get matched up
with the supplies.
In Georgia, Gov. Sonny
Perdue made it easier for gas
to be delivered by temporarily
allowing suppliers without
a state motor fuel license to
sell gas.
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Congress’s
Wall Street
ﬁx nixed for
valid reasons

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor

BRAD MAXWELL
Copy Desk Chief

AMANDA DAVIS
News Editor

House fails to pass hasty
bill due to uncertainty of
results, lack of funding
There is a perfectly good
reason why the $700 billion
bailout plan was rejected
i n C on g re s s — it ’s not
convincing enough.
Monday the House voted
on what could
be called
t he largest
economic
rescue plan
ever concocted
b y
t h e
g over n ment .
MARITZA
The idea,
CARROWAY
according
Second-year
to t he bill,
broadcast
was to a l low
journalism
“t he Feder a l
student
G over n ment
to purchase
certain t ypes of troubled
assets for the purposes of
providing stabilit y to and
preventing disruption in the
economy and financial system
and protecting taxpayers, and
for other purposes.”
The problem with this bill
was not the politics. It was its
inability to convince Congress
that it was what it claimed
to be: the only solution to
America’s economic crisis.
The fact is that there were
other alternatives such as
get t i ng ba n k s to re v i se
mortgage terms in a way
that will be more affordable
for the homeowner, thereby
preventing foreclosure.
The bill is also unjust. It
allows institutions that failed
due to poor management
to get away free while the
homeowners will still be left
with possible foreclosure. If
anything, the money could
be given to pay off these
homeowners’ mortgages, and
that in turn would help out
the big companies.
The public is furious over
this proposal. While many
have been led to believe this
is the only solution to our
economic crisis, most can’t
possibly conceive why the
government thinks it is okay
to hand out over $700 billion
in taxpayers’ dollars to any
company where executives
make more in a year than
most of us will make in our
lifetime.
The taxpayers do want
Congress to take action, but
according to a recent Gallup
p ol l, more t h a n h a l f of
Americans were not in favor
of the proposed bailout plan.
This will scare any politician
wanting to keep his job. You
don’t vote for a plan that so
many A mericans oppose,
especially when there is no
guarantee it is going to fix
anything.
Which brings me to my
next point: This plan could
possibly make the economy
worse. The U.S. government
already has an outrageous
budget deficit, and it simply
cannot afford to take out any
more money. Taking out a
loan to pay off another loan
never works. It’s as if the
government is going all in,
and in the end the plan could
turn out to be a big success.
But if it fails, it will be the
most miserable failure by the
United States in quite some
time. The economy will only
fall further, and this time the
United States government
won’t have any money to fi x
it.
T h e p l a n j u s t w a s n’t
convincing enough. We may
need to take action fast, but
what we need is something
safer and more thought-out.
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Research should target poverty
Technological innovation
too often centers around
luxury, leaves out poor

If you take a second to
think about the advances
of t he l a s t c e nt u r y i n
comparison to our
planet’s 4.5 billion years
of existence, we have seen
tremendous technological
growth.
Advancements in
technolog y can be good
because
we now
have access
to large
amou nt s of
information,
which helps
improve
PATRIQUE
existing
VEILLE
commodities
Second-year
and fields of
marketing
st udy, such
student
as medicine.
I n v e r s e l y,
technology has allowed for
easier invasion of privacy,
nuclear weapons and more
reliance on computers.
One exa mple of a n
incredibly fast advancement
in tech nolog y is t he
transition from the birth
of t he access to publ ic
Internet — about 20 years
ago — to now, when we
have access to the Internet
f rom ou r c el l phone s .

S o w h at c ou ld b e t he
next major technological
frontier? Recently, The
Science Channel featured
a show dea l i ng w it h
tech nolog ical adva nces
ranging from being able
to ac ce s s t he I nter net
through a contact lens on
your eye to cars that can
drive themselves. W hat
par t ic u larly caught my
eye was a robot a certain
professor was creating.
This robot was an
exact replica of its creator
physically, vocally and, the
professor hoped, mentally.
He said that at times, the
lifelikeness of his robot
actually scared him because
it was so real.
S o i f s uc h ide a s a re
already plausible in this day
and age, then what can we
speculate the future holds?
So with so many coming
advances in technology, I
am still bewildered as to
why we do not focus more
on technology that benefits
t hose w it h less money.
Most of the technolog y
research we hear about is
for luxurious items rather
t ha n helpi ng t he la rge
s e c t or of s o c ie t y t h at
remains in poverty.
When nearly 2.7 billion
people live on less than $2
a day, I think we should

possibly focus slightly more
on technology that helps
out such people, since we
are the ones who actually
have the resources to do
so.
If underdeveloped
countries have better access
to somet hing as simple
as information provided
t h rou gh t he I nt er net ,
it will help educate and
provide possible jobs for
t hem i n t he f ut u re. I f
these people can obtain a
better education, then they
will bring new ideas and
innovations back to their
land, thus enhancing the
status of life.
If we were to hear
more about technological
adva nces per tain ing to
actually benefiting people,
t hen t his could t rigger
another inventor to further
advance a technology or
come up with a completely
new invention that would
further benefit society.
So as we progress into
the 21st century, it is going
to be interesting to see the
tech nolog ical cha nges.
Hopef u lly, rat her t ha n
creating and complicating
issues dealing w it h
violence and fear, we can
use technology to better
society so that less severe
conflicts arise.

Markets need reform, not cash
‘Chicken Little’ logic has
Congress rushing to pass
unhelpful financial bill
“The sky is falling, the
sky is falling!”
Chicken Little’s famous
quip says it best about the
current economic problems
facing America. Wall Street
has fallen, gas is sky high
and the dollar is almost
worthless.
S o wh at to do now?
Washington
had the
a n s w e r
when t hey
at tempted
to come
swooping
LAKE MORRIS i n f or t he
r e s c u e
Third-year
and pass
print
leg islat ion
journalism
t hat would
student
bail out Wall
Street with
taxpayer money. Luckily,
the House Republicans are
saying no, for now.
But really, is this needed?
Is it even a good idea?
The answers are both
resounding nos. Wall Street
and the New York Stock
Exchange are merely gauges
of the economic activity
of the A merican public,
and the current consumer
simply isn’t buying what is
being sold.

The fact that institutions
l i k e Fa n n i e M a e a n d
Freddie Mac started doling
out sub-prime mortgages to
low-income families didn’t
help either. There is a way
to fix this situation, and
the legislative branch and
the American people can
equally help.
First, the government
needs to hold the CEOs and
stockbrokers accountable
for their inept business
decisions. Second, t hat
same government needs
to somehow increase the
value of the dollar, maybe
by t a k i ng some money
of f t he market. Th ird,
t he gover n ment need s
to decrease the price of
oil by achieving energ y
independence and investing
in renewable energy.
In turn, the American
people need to start buying.
If they start buying the
products that have flooded
t he market, stock s will
go up. For them to buy,
they need jobs, which the
government can supply by
stopping the outsourcing
a nd get t i ng cont rol of
the illegal immigration
problem, as well as starting
a not her ‘New Dea l’
program similar to the one
that was utilized during the
Great Depression. Then,
with jobs, people can buy
homes (with smart interests

rates), and this will get the
housing market back to
stability.
Okay, so maybe that is
extremely ridiculous, but so
is this bill.
This bill just screams
socialism by giving
gover n ment t hat much
power. It also avoids the
real problem: Wall Street
reform. Congress needs
to cor rec t Wa l l St reet
by set t ing reg u lat ions,
establishing et hics and
sou rci ng out t he ma i n
cause of this problem —
g reed — by not g iv ing
nearly a trillion dollars to
the corporations that got us
into this mess.
A bigger head-scratcher
is this: Where would the
$700 billion come from?
Last I checked, we had
a c c u m u l at e d a m u lt i trillion-dollar debt while
holding onto tax cuts and
continuing wars on two
fronts.
Another issue to wonder
about is why they are taking
of f for Rosh Hashanah
until next Thursday with
our country facing such
dire straits? Now is not the
time to take a holiday when
we are looking at possibly
the biggest crisis facing this
country since the Great
Depression.
Maybe Chicken Little
was right.

Moderator’s alleged
bias hinders debate
It took its time coming, but controversy has finally enveloped
today’s vice presidential debate. Wednesday, stories posted on
numerous Web sites questioned moderator Gwen Ifill’s bias
due to her upcoming book “Breakthrough: Politics and Race
in the Age of Obama.”
Ifill has experience as a moderator — including the 2004
debate between Dick Cheney and John Edwards — and an
established journalistic history. And while the book features
Obama’s name in the title, it features interviews with numerous
black politicians. To be fair, Ifill
probably is interested in selling
a book or two, and no name is as
hot in politics now as Obama.
Despite her resume, however,
t h is sit uat ion shou ld have
been avoided. There is a sharp
contrast between independence
in perception and independence in fact. No one will ever be
able to be certain of her bias (or lack thereof), and writing this
book doesn’t do much to help make the case for a fair debate.
McCain, while concerned, has taken the high road and stated
he was confident Ifill would handle her position professionally.
Regardless, this is unfair to both candidates. At a time when the
polls are beginning to tilt toward Obama, it is key that Palin
gets a fair shake tonight. On the same token, Obama should
be equally disturbed. Should Biden perform exceptionally
well, accusations of bias will erode potential gains. Ifill could
provide an escape hatch should Palin fail to deliver.
While Ifill may be qualified, was there no one else who
could have moderated? The Commission on Presidential
Debates owes the American people an explanation, as the
moderator shouldn’t be the focus of the debate only hours until
show time.

While Ifill may be
qualified, was there
no one else who could
have moderated?

CORRECTIONS
If you see an error in today’s paper, we want to know about
it. E-mail us at sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu

ITʼS YOUR RIGHT
Voice your opinion on message boards at www.dailygamecock.com
or send letters to the editor at sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu
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“I have been robbed of three million dollars all told. Everyone today
is playing my stuﬀ, and I don’t even get credit. Kansas City style,
Chicago style, New Orleans Style, hell, they’re all Jelly Roll style.”
— Jelly Roll Morton
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5 things we're
obsessing
about
this
week

Marin Mueller
STAFF WRITER

For all of us who have ever listened to a song
and thought, “Man, this latest Ciara song is
great but I wish it had more cowbell,” there
is fi nally a way to make this wish come true.
At www.morecowbell.dj, users can upload any
song from their hard drive onto the Web site
and then specify how much cowbell and how
much Christopher Walken should be added
to it to achieve musical perfection, the likes
of which haven’t been seen since the days of
the harpsichord. The Web site is even able to
track the bass line of any song, so the cowbell
helps keep the beat. All that’s missing is Will
Ferrell and his bare midriff, but maybe that’s
a good thing.

2. Cake Balls
This dessert combines birthday cake, cupcakes and truffles for a combination that is
both simple to make and absolutely delicious. Cake balls were first introduced in cuttingedge bakeries but are slowly becoming a household staple, even when it’s nobody’s birthday.
Not only is this dessert incredibly delicious (and powerful enough to cause a sugar-induced
coma), but it’s also simple to make. Simply bake a cake (the kind that comes from a box,
unless you’re really ambitious) according to the directions on the package, and crumble
it into a bowl before it cools. Mix the cake with almost an entire jar of frosting (melting
the frosting first helps), and roll the mixture into balls (slightly smaller than a golf ball in
size), which can be chilled in the refrigerator. Once the balls are cool, dip them in melted
confectioner’s chocolate and let the coated balls harden in the freezer. The result is proof
that good things come in small packages.

4.

Natalie Dee’s comics are a daily dose of
amusement, entertainment and, oftentimes,
confusion. The comics are generally one-panel
and are known best for their ability to embrace
the completely random. Dee’s comics are also an
outlet for her social commentary, which covers
everything from perms to global poverty. If the
1500 comics on Natalie Dee’s Web site, www.
nataliedee.com, aren’t enough, the Web site links
to her equally creative husband Drew’s comic
strips, “Married to the Sea” and “Toothpaste for
Dinner.”

3. StumbleUpon.
com
The StumbleUpon toolbar is any procrastinator’s worst nightmare. After installing
the application and fi lling out a brief survey about your interests, StumbleUpon
begins to read your mind. Simply click the “Stumble!” button and begin surfi ng.
The products of any stumble can range from the best of the Web’s unknown blogs
to some of the best shopping deals on the Internet. The most innovative feature
of the tool is its ability to change with your tastes. On every Web site, you tell
StumbleUpon whether you liked the results or not, and StumbleUpon will adapt its
finds based on your responses. Prepare to never get any homework done again.

Although elections are more than a month away,
there isn’t much time left for those of us who haven’t
yet taken the necessary steps to secure a ballot for
2008. VoteForChange helps new voters register, which
is crucial since the Oct. 4 South Carolina deadline
is just two days away. Anyone who isn’t voting in
Columbia can also use the Web site to request an
absentee ballot from their home city or state. Having
David Smith / The Associated Press
a day off of school on Nov. 4 will be so much sweeter
For hopefully obvious reasons, Nov. 4 is going to be a big
knowing that you’re doing your civic duty.
deal. Make sure to register — VoteForChange is here to help.

Indie band plans to
release album in January,
hits Columbia stage
Shelby Sachs

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Special to THE DAILY GAMECOCK
E

Jetadore will perform tonight at the New Brookland Tavern.
e
“We are still writing right
now, but our plan is to
have about 15 songs and
choose about 10 of those
for the album.”
The newest song to be
relea sed v ia My Space,
“ L ight s O ut ,” w i l l b e
featured on the album as
well.
W hen it comes to
Jetadore’s performance,
fans have no need to be
hesit a nt about com i ng
to a show because t hey
a r e c e r t a i n t o not b e
disappointed. At tonight’s
show, the fans can expect
not only a new bassist,

Fred Matamoros / MCT Campus

5. Vote
For
Change

Jetadore works on first LP

Jetadore, an indie poprock band f rom Queen
Cit y, Nor t h Ca rol i na,
i s no t y o u r o r d i n a r y,
r u n- of-t he -m i l l ba nd.
They st rive wit h ever y
song a nd du ring ever y
performance to get their
fans out of their seats and
up on t heir feet. They
play tonight at the New
Brookland Tavern.
W it h a new a lbu m
coming out in January of
next year, they are eager
to garner public not ice
and create the best music
possible for their fans in
the process.
Nat h a n Yo st (vo c a l s
a nd g u it a r), Ry a n
Zimmerman (drums) and
Christian Chidester (lead
guitar) became a band in
early 2008 when they all
left their former bands to
get a fresh start with this
one.
“Rya n a nd Ch r ist ia n
took it upon themselves to
start Jetadore,” said Yost.
“After a few months, they
decided they wanted me
to sing.”
Jetadore will be
releasing their first album,
the name of which is not
available yet, in January
of 2009.
“We plan on put t ing
[the songs “Back Down”
and “Callin’ You Out”]
on t he new album, but
newer versions,” said Yost.

1.
More
Cowbell

but also two brand new
n
songs, according to Yost.
o
If you are one of those
h
fans who like to gett to
shows really early, not
only will you get a good
spot in front of the stage
t
and maybe get to meet
m
t he ba nds beforehaa nd,
but you may a lso get
something you were not
expecting from Jetadore.
Ever y couple of shows,
o
Jetadore likes to do
o an
ex t r a- spec ia l “beforeo
show ” r it u a l t hat g
get s
them excited and ready
e
JETADORE ● 6

REGIONAL CONCERT
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JIMMY’S TRAILER PARK
“Revolutionary Road” tops
list of year-end previews
as Oscar contender
Jimmy Gilmore
STAFF WRITER

Face it: everybody loves movie trailers.
They may take up a tedious half-hour at
the theaters, but they often turn out cooler
than the actual movie. With most trailers
condensing all the f lashy stuff into two
minutes, they’re a salute to the notion that
the fun is in the anticipation.
This week, movie studios have started
throwing out trailers for their big winter
projects left and right. Here are the picks

of the week, the best trailers for the hotly
anticipated movies.
Number one with a bullet is Oliver Stone’s
dramatic interpretation of George W. Bush’s
life, “W.” The film’s been kept pretty much
under wraps since it was announced at the
beginning of the year, but this new fulllength trailer has more antics than a barrel
of monkeys.
Josh Brolin sports an impeccable Bush
impression, and the trailer recreates several
already-famous images from the last eight
years set to the beat of the Talking Heads
song “Once in a Lifetime.”
This is in-your-face, direct and captivating
in a way that recalls Oliver Stone’s other
notorious forays into presidential legacies.
After several release date changes, the
full-length trailer for “Valkyrie” finally gives
an adequate glimpse at Bryan Singer’s latest.
Tom Cruise stars as a German officer who
leads a plot to assassinate Hitler.
It’s a pretty standard suspense preview.
Though it feat ures a strong pedigree,
reuniting the writer and director of “The
Usual Suspects,” there’s not a whole lot in
the trailer that makes it stand out against the
other year-end box office competition.
Cruise feels a bit out of place, but the film
features some of the best European actors
working today and looks very well-shot.
It’s been months since any new footage has
come from Baz Luhrmann’s “Australia.” The
teaser had the scope of a David Lean-style
adventure epic, with lots of landscape shots.

The new preview goes a different direction,
highlighting the romance between Nicole
Kidman and Hugh Jackman.
The two actors look beautiful in the film,
and Luhrmann is respected among his fans
for the creativity he brings to his narratives.
If he can meld the romance and the adventure
into a single package, “Australia” could play
to both gender demographics.
Kate Winslet and Leonardo DiCaprio
finally get married in “Revolutionary Road,”
the latest from Sam Mendes (“American
Beauty”). For “Titanic” fans who hope for a
happily ever after, look elsewhere.
A deconstruction of mid-century suburbia
based off Richard Yates’s acclaimed novel, the
A-list duo show off all their screaming and
crying capabilities in the trailer.
“Revolutionar y Road” will obviously
be campaigned as an Oscar contender. It
drips with prestige, and fans of big literary
adaptations will likely drool.
One of the biggest treats for the week
comes in a new, two-and-a-half-minute
trailer for “The Curious Case of Benjamin
Button.” Luminous shots of Brad Pitt and
Cate Blanchett anchor the preview.
David Fincher has made a name for himself
exploring violence, but he trades that in for a
rich, passionate and extremely odd romance.
All trailers are available online to stream at
YouTube.com or traileraddict.com.
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecockfeatures@
sc.edu
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From the Web site CampuswideEvents.com

USC student Alex Nicholson’s Web site, CampuswideEvents.com, is now being implemented at seven other schools.

Web site keeps students in the know
CampuswideEvents.com
aims to create complete
list of university events
Ashley Warren

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Many students at
universities across the nation
complain about not hearing
about an event until after it
has happened.
T h i s p r o b le m i s n o w
being addressed by
CampuswideEvents.com, a
Web site where all campus
e v e nt s a r e c e nt r a l i z e d .
The idea for the Web site
arose at the beginning of
last semester when A lex
Nicholson, creator of the
Web site, and a few of his
friends realized they missed
out on some i nterest i ng
events simply because they
hadn’t heard of them.
“O f c ou r s e , we he a rd
about them or saw a random
f lyer or two after the fact,
which is how we knew we
missed them, but by then it
was too late,” said Nicholson,

now a second-year graduate
student in political science.
T h at s a me s e me s t er,
Nicholson took an elective
class in the USC Law Center,
where he said he “realized
how ma ny i nterest i ng
speakers and events take
place over t here t hat are
often only advertised in that
one building and on e-mail
lists that only include law
students.”
This led him to realize
a bigger problem with the
way event notifications are
d i s t r ib ut e d t h r o u g ho ut
campus.
Many departments have
speakers and events t hat
are open to all students on
c a mpu s . Howe ver, on l y
students in that particular
depart ment are aware of
t hem. T hat is becau se
notifications for these events
are only sent to students on
that particular department’s
mailing list and f lyers for
t hem a re on ly i n t hat
department’s buildings.
“Polit ical science
depar t ment st udent s are

of ten ver y i nterested i n
some of t he high-prof ile
speakers that the Law School
brings in, and vice versa, yet
those two buildings are on
opposite sides of campus,
meaning that students from
the one will rarely see flyers
for event s in t he ot her,”
Nicholson said.
The same situation could
be said of the chemistry and
engineering departments.
N ic hol son v i sited t he
off icial universit y events
Web site , but he fou nd
that it mainly listed faculty
work shop s a nd ongoi ng
museum exhibits.
“Bureaucratic solutions to
these problems usually pale
in comparison to the dynamic
s olut io n s t h at s t u d e nt s
are able to come up with
themselves,” Nicholson said.
Within the first week of that
semester, Nicholson created
Campusw ideEvent s.com,
which he described as “a
simple Web site to consolidate
event announcements from
all over campus into one
central location accessible to
everyone.”
Nicholson signed up for
as many listservs on campus

as he cou ld f i nd, took
snapshots of flyers, made a
list of departmental sites to
check weekly and enlisted
a few volunteers to help.
If students know of an event
coming up but do not see it
on the Web site, they can
submit an event form on the
site. The site is intended for
posting speakers, seminars,
colloquia, sports, concerts
and other on-campus events
that are open to everyone.
There has also been
talk of expanding the site
to include weekly meeting
announcements and even
off-campus events. The site
also now features an events
blog where any student can
rant or rave about a past
event.
Throughout the spring
semester, the site received
p o s it i v e f e e db a c k f r o m
students, and over the summer
Nicholson pitched the idea
to several other campuses
across the Southeast. The
Web site has expanded to
feature seven more schools.

JETADORE ● Continued from 5
for the show.
“Every time we rolled
up to the show with our
van and trailer, we blasted
‘Wake Me Up Before You
Go-Go’ by Wham! with
the windows down,” said
Yost. “[Then] we ran out
and danced around t he
venue singing the song.”
Cu r rent ly u n sig ned,
Jetadore is hoping to get
a contract with a record
label in the near future.
“There [have]
been some t al k s a nd
conversations along the
way, but we are waiting
until we fi nish the album

to make anything official
happen,” said Yost.
Je t a d o r e a n d a n e w
undisclosed bass g uitar
player will be playing at
New Brook land Tavern
o n O c t o b e r 2 at 7:30
p.m. with A ll Get Out,
The Rise of Science and
Erison.
This will be the f irst
show in which t he new
b a s s g u it a r i s t w i l l b e
performing with Jetadore,
so expect it to be a big and
historical event for both
the band and the fans.

Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

Comments on this story? E-mail
gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
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The Scene
@ USC
THE INCREDIBLE HULK
9 p.m., Free
Russell House
Theater

Alan Solomon / MCT Campus

Today
GET SMART
6 p.m., Free
Russell House Theater

FIVE POINTS AFTER FIVE FEATURING HERBIE
JEFFCOAT PROJECT

BOOGIE MAN: THE LEE ATWATER STORY

6:30 p.m., Free
Five Points Fountain

Tomorrow

6 p.m. & 8 p.m., $5.50
Nickelodeon Theater, 937 Main St.

CHRISTMAS ON MARS
SHAWN’S BIG LOVER RETRO DANCE NITE
8 p.m., Free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.
ALL GET OUT, THE RISE OF SCIENCE, ERISON,
JETADORE
7:30 p.m., $10
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

10 p.m., $5.50
Nickelodeon Theater, 937 Main St.
THE BOURBON BROTHERS, THE REVERIE,
CONDITIONS, DANIEL KYRE , DNR
8 p.m., $5 Over 21/ $8 Under
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

HOROSCOPES

10/02/08

1234567890-=
ARIES Be slow to act on the
advice of well-meaning friends.
Even your own partner or mate
could steer you wrong, without
meaning to of course. Rely on your
own good judgment.
TAURUS

You’d like to
believe a person who’s promising
you everything. Someone who can
give it all, however, can take it all
away. Be realistic. Provide your
own.

GEMINI

You and your
friends have grandiose schemes.
You need to be practical. If you
don’t keep track of your costs as you
go along, nobody will. And you’ll
all run short.

C A NCER

You may be
feeling passionate, but don’t be
impractical. If you have to choose
between love and money, choose
love. If the two of you can also
do business, you can always make

more money.

LEO There’s plenty of work,
but the pay’s not exactly generous.
You’ll have to shop carefully to cover
your expenses. Don’t squander your
resources.
V IRGO

It’s great to be
uninhibited and have glorious
dreams, of course. You want to
accomplish something substantial
now, however.

LIBRA Be careful. You might
blurt out the unvarnished truth in a
situation where tact is required. You
don’t want to stir up a controversy if
you can avoid it.

SCORPIO

You’re even
more attractive than usual now.
People are drawn to your side. You
don’t even have to talk to them. Just
smile and you’ll drive them mad.
Be gentle.

SAGIT TA R IUS

Sometimes, you just have to sit back
and think things over. Work up a
plan, think about consequences,
figure out what to do. Don’t take
action yet.

ACROSS

CAPRICORN

1 Not as much

Somebody wants you to take on
more responsibility. You’re good at
ordering people around, so this is
to be expected. You won’t get paid
much for your efforts; do it for the
fun of it.

5 Trigger-happy

AQUARIUS Anticipate
a potential confrontation and be
well prepared. You don’t have to
compromise your standards to keep
your job.

PISCES It’s OK if you avoid
taking on a difficult task just yet.
You can afford to think about it
a while longer. There’s no point
in rushing. Develop a plan, and a
checklist.

9 Branchlet
4 Sicilian volcano
15 Novelist Morrison
16 Privileged few
17 Imagined
19 Basketball player
20 Actress Greer
21 I haven't a clue
23 New York neighbor
25 Frozen precipitation
26 Lizard with sticky
feet
28 Still
31 Where van Gogh
painted like mad
34 Dawson or Gide
36 Sharer's pronoun
37 Christopher and

10/02/08

1 2 3 4

for 10/01/08

DOWN

Solutions from 10/01/02

Bruce

1 Stop gripping

38 Poppy extract

2 "__ Frome"

39 Sushi choice

3 Audible expression

40 Slightly askew

of contempt

41 Zest

4 Wursts

42 Domineering

5 Cultural

43 Will contents

6 Morse Code symbol

45 Group psyche

7 Wildebeests

47 Parts of ranges

8 Holy cow!

49 Western state

9 Hide away

capital

10 Glacial deposit

53 Turns back

11 Without guilt

56 Pipe cleaner

12 Single thing

57 Dunne of

13 Richard of

perhaps

50 BP merger partner

Hollywood

"Chicago"

35 Pieces for two

51 Not so many

58 Duck product

18 Wounds with a tusk

38 Unwraps

52 Philosopher Mach

60 Hold contents

22 Cause anxiety

39 Tex-Mex menu

53 Chop into tiny

61 Desirable

24 Giraffe relative

items

pieces

assignment

27 Preserved for later

41 Multi-speaker

54 Historic periods

62 King toppers

29 Soaks up rays

music systems

55 Missile storage

63 Middle of a tassel?

30 Busboy's tote

42 Goofy error

space

64 Boo-hoos

31 Soap additive

44 Even the score

59 Record a voice-over

32 Sports zebras

46 Islamic women's

33 Soup ingredients,

quarters

65 Do a postal job

48 Leaks slowly
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USC will take its longest road trip of the season to Kentucky and Nashville.

Women’s soccer continues SEC play at UK, Vandy
USC looks to hold on to national
ranking during weekend road trip
Drew Lattier

STAFF WRITER

USC Coach Shelley Smith and the
Carolina women’s soccer team head out
on a difficult road trip this weekend,
facing SEC opponents Kentucky and
Vanderbilt in a three-day stretch. The
Gamecocks have been playing well this
season, carving up a record of 7-1-3
through the first part of the year.
Carolina faced up against its first
con ference comp et it ion t h is pa st
weekend in Columbia, playing both
Tennessee and Georgia to start up SEC
play. USC was able to defeat Tennessee
for just the second time in program
history on Friday.
“It [the win over Tennessee] was very

rewarding. I thought we played well,”
Smith said. “We had come back from a
disappointing road trip the week before,
and the team really focused and prepared
for SEC play.”
In Sunday’s match against Georgia,
South Carolina struggled early, allowing
a Georgia goal, but the team was able to
play competitively the rest of the game
and force a 1-1 tie.
“To come back from being down a goal
and to play and be the more dominating
team at the end of the game, I was again
proud of that effort,” Smith said. “To go
away from a Tennessee/Georgia weekend
and be disappointed that we did not get
that second result just shows how far our
team has come in the SEC, so overall a
great weekend at home.”
USC will again look to be successful
t h i s we e k e nd a g a i n s t c o n f ere nc e
opponents. However, this time the squad
WOMEN’S SOCCER ● 9
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The Gamecocks will depend on their offense to top struggling Florida international.

Gamecocks begin conference play against FIU
Men’s soccer prepares for
matchup with Panthers
Cameron Widerman
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The men’s soccer team reached the
midpoint of its reg ular season t his
past Saturday with a 4-0 win over the
Davidson Wildcats. The team could
not have asked for a much better start
to the season. Its 5-3-1 record may look
rather pedestrian, but one loss came
to the defending champion and topranked Wake Forest Demon Deacons
and another to 12th-ranked UNC.
The main reason for the team’s early
season success has been the offense.
Sophomore striker Sam Arthur leads
the team in several categories. Arthur
has scored nine goals on twenty-eight
shots, by far the most on the team. His

2.22 points per game average ranks fifth
in D-I men’s soccer. Arthur’s statistics
are very impressive, but it has been a
team effort. Eleven different players
have recorded at least two points over
the course of the season.
A nother key has been the play of
sophomore goaltender Jimmy Maurer.
After a terrific freshman campaign,
Maurer has started right where he left
off. His .857 save percentage ranks 26th
in the nation.
This Saturday, the team kicks off the
Conference USA schedule at home versus
the Florida International University
Golden Pant hers at 7 p.m. Florida
International has only one win on the
season, which came against Florida Gulf
Coast last Sunday. With a poor 1-5-2, it
would appear to be an easy win for the
Gamecocks, but that may not be so.
The last five games for FIU tell a
MEN’S SOCCER ● 9
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Volleyball will have to dig deep to come out on top at Mississippi State and Alabama.

Pedro Campos is one of Carolina’s returners who is hoping to make a splash this year.

Carolina
C
hits road hoping to continue winning ways

Men’s tennis hosts South Carolina Fall Invitational

Bulldogs, Crimson Tide set to
challenge volleyball over weekend
James Kratch

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Standing at 11-2 and having already
rattled off a ten-match winning streak,
not to mention victories over five 2007
NCAA tournament qualifiers, the USC
women’s volleyball team still has more
to achieve, Coach Ben Somera said.
“We’ve done lots of things well so far,
but we defi nitely haven’t peaked at all.
We’ve got room to go. Our goal is to
raise our level of consistency, to play at
the highest level more often,” Somera
said.
The Gamecocks, led by junior outside
hitter Ivana Kujundzic (two doubledoubles t his past weekend), senior
middle blocker Belita Salters and junior
setter Bridget Denson-Dorman, will

once again hit the road this weekend, as
they will travel to Mississippi State and
Alabama in search of two more SEC
wins to add to their name.
On Friday night, USC will take on
the Bulldogs in Starkville. Mississippi
State stands at 6-8 on the season, with
a 1-2 mark in conference. The Bulldogs
are anchored by junior outside hitter
Ioana Demian, who had a career high
22 kills in a defeat of Auburn this past
Su nday, and by sophomore m iddle
blocker Ashley Newsome.
“They have a certain style of play that
we’ve been working to face. Traditionally
they are a ver y good ser ving team.
They’ll get a lot of aces and rip kills at
you from behind the baseline. We had
success against them last season because
we handled that part of the game, and
we hope to do that again with a week to
prepare,” Somera said.
Then, on Sunday afternoon, Carolina
VOLLEYBALL ● 9

DeMars ready to lead squad in
first competition of fall season
Chaz Brown

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The men’s tennis team will open up
their fall schedule with some tough
competition coming to the Sam Daniels
Tennis Center for the South Carolina
Fall I nv it at ional. The G amecock s
return plenty of talent from last year’s
11-13 squad, losing only one senior and
fielding a team of mostly sophomores
and juniors. This tournament will help
USC coach Kent DeMars answer some
questions about his roster.
“ Yo u’r e a l w a y s t r y i n g t o s e e ,
particularly the new ones, you’re tying
to fi nd out what they can do,” DeMars
said. “You’d like to think that somebody’s
made a jump and they’ve really improved.
It gives us a chance to find out really

where everybody’s at.”
Making the trip to Columbia will be
North Carolina, Louisville and SEC foe
Arkansas. Both Louisville and Arkansas
have traveled to three tournaments, and
both teams include a few ranked players.
Louisville has the No. 26 ranked player
in singles and the No. 26 team in doubles.
Arkansas boasts both the No. 41 and No.
125 players in the nation in singles.
“I think we’re playing pretty good,
but we’ll have to see how we fare against
other schools,” DeMars said. “It’ll be
real high-level competition. We’re kind
of excited to get it going after beating on
each other for a while. It’ll be nice to get
some fresh blood.”
Nerves may be the largest opponent
this weekend for South Carolina. Unlike
their counterparts, the Gamecocks have
not competed in a match that mattered
since last April. Working around their
nerves and opposing teams will be a tough
TENNIS ● 9
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Spurrier requests
effort from players
According to Ol’ Ball Coach, all USC needs
is dedication, sweat to be ‘pretty good team’
Sam Davis

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Coach Steve Spurrier commented on the team’s lack
of effort last week against a weaker UAB team. With a
road game coming up against a streaking Ole Miss team,
Spurrier is well aware that effort is the last thing the
Carolina Gamecocks need to forget.
“If we play our assignments and play with effort, then
we’ve got a chance to be a pretty good team,” Spurrier
said. “They did a few extra conditioning drills for all those
mental errors we had last week.”
One of t he players t hat Spu r r ier is direct i ng h is
comments toward is junior defensive back and team leader
Captain Munnerlyn, who will not start against Ole Miss on
Saturday.
“The decision was he’s not going to play the first play of
the game. Whether or not he’ll play the second or the third
plays – we’ll see how the game goes,” Spurrier said. “And
Captain needs to pick up his play a little bit. He can play
better, we think.”

As for the commonly discussed quarterback situation,
Spurrier hasn’t given much indication as to who will start.
What is clear, however, is that both Garcia and Smelley will
see a good amount of playing time.
“We’ll wait until tomorrow to announce who’s starting.
Chris Smelley is defi nitely ahead of Steve in terms of what
to do and where to throw and things like that,” Spurrier
said. “But then again, Stephen can run out of there ...
They’ll both be ready to play, and there’s a good chance
they’ll both play quite a bit.”
Star wide receiver Kenny McKinley will see the field for
the fi rst time since Carolina’s loss to Vanderbilt week two.
However, he will not start and may not play for a significant
amount of time.
“He’s been running around decently and he’s expected
to play some,” Spurrier said. “He’s not 100 percent, but he’s
pretty close.”
Going into the season, McKinley was expected to not
only lead the team’s offensive attack but also break several
of the school’s career receiving records including catches,
receiving yards, and receiving touchdowns.
The Gamecocks have received only encouraging news
since last Saturday’s less than encouraging win. Garcia’s
play against UAB wards warrants him more playing time
and star wide out Kenny McKinley will be back on the field
after missing two games. As Spurrier has stressed all week,
all the team needs is effort in order to be successful. And
for the Gamecocks, Saturday is a pretty good time to start
proving Spurrier right.
Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Equestrian hosts SEC powerhouse Auburn
Carolina sets sights for
national champion Tigers
Jake Luce

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

While the majority of Gamecock fans
are glued to the Ole Miss game this
Saturday, the equestrian team will be
hosting their own SEC battle against
Auburn.
Sout h Carolina is coming of f a
convincing 13-4 victory over Kansas
State this past weekend, and the team
hopes to continue its winning ways
against one of the top teams in the
country.
“They will be one of our toughest
competitions this year,” USC Coach
Boo Major said. “I know their Hunt
Seat team is very strong, and they have
the top recruit in the country. They also
won the National Championship in the
TENNIS ● Continued from 8
task, but this weekend will
show to be a real character
builder for the Gamecocks.
Being able to improve is
another major component to
being successful throughout
the fall as well as the spring.
“If you’re going to do well
in the SEC, you’re going to
have to improve or you’re in
trouble,” DeMars said. “We’ll
have to see how it goes on the
court. Sometimes the nerves
are a little more difficult
against the opponents than
against your teammates. So
I’ll like to see how they’ll
fare in competition.”
Fall tournaments are not
counted as team events, and
the records only account
toward the singles records.
There are six flights in the
tournaments with the top six
players competing in their
own f light against players
from the other schools. There
are also three doubles flights
that are played throughout
the weekend.
To check out the men’s
tennis team for yourself,
come out to the Sam Daniels
Tennis Center near The
Roo st Fr iday a f ter noon
at 2:30 p. m . t o s e e t he
Gamecocks doubles teams
t a k e o n A rk a n s a s . T he
singles will follow. Saturday,
South Carolina players will
battle Louisville in doubles
at 10 a . m . w it h s i n gle s
following. The Gamecocks
doubles teams will compete
against the Tarheels at 3
p.m. on Saturday as well.
South Carolina concludes
play Sunday at 10:30 a.m.
being challenged by t he
Nor t h Ca rol i n a si ngle s
competitors.
T he r e w i l l b e a c t io n
all weekend with contests
between Louisville, Arkansas
and UNC taking place on
either the women’s or men’s
cou r t s at v a r iou s t i me s
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
The indoors courts will also
be used sparingly.
Comments on this story? E-mail
sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Hunt Seat last year.”
For t hose who don’t k now, t he
equestrian team is judged in four
categories that add up for the overall
final score: Horsemanship, Reining,
Equitation and Equitation over Fences.
Junior Megan Massaro looks to
continue her promising season after
being awarded MVP honors for her
performance in both Equitation and
Equitation over Fences last weekend.
If the Gamecocks look to be successful
against the reigning national champions,
they will need the standout junior to
step up in a major way once again.
The equestrian team hopes they
will benefit from hosting the event
rather than having to travel. In NCAA
equestrian, the horses do not travel with
the teams, so the home team has the
major advantage of working with the
horses on a consistent basis.
A significant disadvantage of hosting
the match is that the girls on the team
have the responsibility of hosting the

VOLLEYBALL ● Continued from 8
will head to Tuscaloosa to
meet the Crimson Tide
(8-4, 1-2 in the SEC).
A l ab a m a i s a y ou n g
team, led by outside hitters
juniors Brooks Webster
and Elizabeth Salstrand
a nd sophomore A ly ssa
Meuth.
“They lost a lot of
seniors, and they aren’t
as experienced as us, but
they look good, so they’re
doing something right.
They’re similar to us, they
have a sol id t ra nsit ion
game, they dig well, their
offense has
rhythm,”
Somera said.
Despite having played
n i ne set s i n le s s t h a n
48 hours last weekend,
Somera is not concerned
about fatigue.
“ It come s w it h t he
territory. You expect to
play 10 sets, and anything
le ss ma ke s you happy.
We pract ice t wo hours
every day — we prepare
ourselves for the workload,
and we’ll be ready t his
weekend.” Somera said.
Comments on this story? E-mail
sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

event as well as performing in it.
“[Being at home,] you k now the
horses extremely well,” Major said. “The
negative is that we don’t have a support
staff to run the competition, so the girls
on the team pretty much have to do it.”
It will be interesting to see if hosting
an event and competing at the highest
level in NCAA equestrian will be too
much for the Gamecocks this weekend.
“Having the home field advantage
kind of gives us the edge,” Major said.
“But I think if you put us both in a
neutral site, it would be pretty dead
even. We are looking for them to come
gunning to beat us because our teams
are very strong and very comparable.”
Though this isn’t the fi rst match of
the season, they will be seriously tested,
as it is their only SEC competition until
November.
Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@
mailbox.sc.edu

MEN'S SOCCER ● Continued
from 8
d if ferent stor y. T hei r
record is a slightly better
1 win, 2 losses and 2 ties.
One loss came to Fairfield
in overtime, and the other
loss came f rom a ver y
strong South Florida team
by a 2-1 score.
The key for USC will
be shutting down FIU’s
leading goal scorer Juan
Guerra. Guerra scored 4
of the team’s 7 goals this
season and takes nearly one
third of his team’s shots.
The ju n ior m idf ielder
is the 2008 Conference
USA Preseason Offensive
Player of the year.
A win against a
struggling Florida
International squad will
give the men’s soccer team
a nice start to what will be
a tough second half of the
season.
Comments on this story? E-mail
sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

• KAYAKING
• TUBING
• CANOEING
1107 State Street • Cayce, SC 29033
(803) 796 - 4505
www.adventurecarolina.com
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Check out Austin Smallwood’s
column online at
www.dailygamecock.com
WOMEN'S SOCCER ● Continued
from 8
must deal with the rigors of
travelling and playing on
the road. The Gamecocks
will have t ravelled over
1000 miles by the weekend’s
end, a tough strain on even
t he st rongest of teams.
Coach Smith believes the
team will do well despite
the travel because of early
games this season on the
road.
“I think it is going to be a
difficult weekend. It always
is i n SEC play,” Sm it h
said. “We had a st rong
non- con ference sea son
that prepared us well, and
we have put ourselves out
there on the road against
good opponents and we’ve
come through.”
Carolina w ill play an
improving Kentucky team
Friday night in Lexington.
The Wildcats had a rough
open i ng to t he season,
struggling to a 1-5-1 start,
but since have shut out
their last three opponents.
T he Kent uck y goa l ie
responsible for the straight
shutouts, Sydney Hiance,
was named SEC defensive
player of the week this week
and will look to continue

her stellar defense against
the Gamecocks.
Carolina f reshman
Natalie Aaron will attempt
to break through Hiance’s
g u a rd at t he net . T he
improving rookie midfielder
scored t wo goals last
weekend , her first career
goals as a Gamecock.
On Sunday, USC will
t a ke on t he Va nderbi lt
Commodores in the Music
City for an early afternoon
match. Vanderbilt comes to
the field with a strong 6-3-1
record thus far in the season.
However, the Commodores
have been winless in two
SEC contests. Coach Smith
and the team k now that
Sunday’s game will be a
tough contest, especially
after a weekend of travel.
“Sunday will be tough,
especia l ly on t he road,
but mentally I know we’re
ready for that challenge,”
Smith said.
The Gamecocks return
home t he following
weekend to host another
pair of SEC opponents.

Comments on this story? E-mail
sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
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Place a Classified ad: p

803-777-3888

•

f 803-777-6482

•

www.dailygamecock.com
Major credit cards accepted

Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds
E-mail:

Housing-Rent
SHANDON - 4BR 2BA hdwd flrs big
rooms 3/4 mile to USC fenced yard pets
ok $1345. 318-0729
Rooms for rent almost
on campus on Greene St.
rajaluri@ifmusa.org or 318-0800
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
4BR 3BA - LR Dining Rm Lg family rm.
hdwd flrs hot tub & pool $1300/mo
Call 932-4539 or 331-3723.

Help Wanted
GO TO www.GetAJobNow.biz

STATE FAIR HELP
Immediatae PT positions for Oct
8th-19th Ice Cream@ Trudy’s 12-5pm
or 5-11pm. Free admission. $7/hr.
Call 917-446-3388.
Hardware Help - Looking for counter
help pulling and keying hardware. Work
around class schedule. $8/hr. Located
on 2021 Blanding St. 256-1646.
Houseboys wanted for Greek Village sorority. Help with lunch/dinner serving and
clean-up. Salary & meals. 576-9926
Holiday Retail Salesperson
Hardworking and personable. Fax resume along with class schedule to
799-1147 Attn: Heather
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

Help Wanted
Instructors
Gymnastics Coach Needed: PT exp
rec. coach needed in Harbison area.
Evening/weekend hrs. Flexible schedule,
comp. rates. For more info contact
All Star Gymnastics @ 803-561-9682.

SAKITUMI IN THE VISTA Now accepting applications for servers,
bartenders and hosts. Experience helpful
but not necessary. Apply in person
2-4pm M-F 807 Gervais St., across from
Hampton Inn. (Please enter using
delivery door)

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

DEADLINE

Additional options

Noon, 1 business day prior to publication

sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu

Help Wanted
Restaurants

Additional Info

•

Office hours: M-F

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Help Wanted
Restaurants

Help Wanted
Runners

TEAPOT CHINESE RESTAURANT
Now hiring cashiers & delivery drivers.
Good Tips! Flexible hrs. 920-4975

Need dependable runners downtown
Columbia. Want a job? We need several dependable runners who will p/u
and deliver documents, run errands, do
admin work, file and generally do what is
asked in a busy office. Must have valid
driver’s license and dependable
auto--e-mail letter of interest, days ad
hours available to work and resume
to: cflackey@alrlaw.com

LOCALS IN 5TS. - Now accepting applications for bartenders barbacks and
doormen. Experience helpful but not
necessary. Apply in person 4-7pm
Thurs or Fri only. 640 Harden St.

Help Wanted
Tutors
TUTORS NEEDED: GPA of 3.1 will earn
you $10-$12 (or more) per hr! Highest
demand for Math, Reading & Science.
Call Tutor Connection 957-6060.

Services
PREGNANT, NEED HELP? FREE
pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165
Serious financial problems?
Confidential bankruptcy advice.
Start fresh. Free consultations. 779-1700
www.MatthewsandMegna.com

